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COMBI HIGH 
PRESSURE- & 
VACUUM UNITS

SmartCombi PRO

The SmartCombi PRO, the successful 
SmartCombi’s ‘big brother’, off ers apart from 
more fl ushing and cleaning capacity, many 
extras and is available in both PTO drive as well 
as powerful diesel versions.

Interventor Combi

A combined unit installed in a van? ROM off ers 
this with our Interventor Combi. In the back of 
the vehicle the high pressure module is installed 
and at the side a vacuum unit.

Applications for which these machines are 
used: 

• Emptying of grease traps & septic tank cleaning
• Emptying surface water drains & pit cleaning
• Calamity approach with severe fl ooding

Compact, lightweight and maximum 
reliability. This characterises our 
combined units. With the combined units 
you benefi t optimally from the tried and 
trusted ROM high pressure technology, 
combined with our years of experience in 
the fi eld of vacuum machines. The vacuum 
unit lets you suction grease traps, septic 
tanks, gullies and fl ooded cellars. The high 
pressure unit is suitable for unblocking 
and cleaning house connections and the 
main sewer system.

Within our combined units line you can 
choose between several types including the 
SmartCombi (appropriate from 3,5 tonnes 
chassis) and the SmartCombi PRO (appropriate 
from 6 chassis). The units can be mounted 
onto a chassis, tandem axel trailer or fl atbed. 
The vacuum system can be fi tted with a 
conventional vacuum pump, a unique thrust 
jetter or extra powerful water ring pump.

SmartCombi

The compact, lightweight SmartCombi 
equipped with diesel engine is available in 
various confi gurations with a maximal cleaning 
pressure of 200 bar and a fl ushing capacity of 
maximum 75l/min. 

The above mentioned applications are merely examples of the many possibilities. On the 
following pages you will fi nd more information concerning the specifi c machines. More 
information? Consult your local ROM partner or contact ROM.  
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Vacuum pump or thrust jetter?

Advantages thrust jetter: 
• More compact in build because less components are needed (saves approx. 120 kg in body weight)
• Less maintenance demanding components
• Environmentally friendly: a thrust jetter uses, in contrary to a vacuum pump, no lubricating oil 
• Lower investment & Less noise nuisance because there is no vacuum pump

Advantages of a conventional air-cooled vacuum pump: 
• With this vacuum pump, you can suck and use the high pressure system to spray at the same time

Advantages of a water ring vacuum pump compared to the conventional air-cooled vacuum pump: 
• With this vacuum pump, you can suck and use the high pressure system to spray at the same time
• Work faster thanks to extra-large suction volume
• Long service life and high operational reliability (even under the toughest operating conditions)
• Easy operation, less maintenance, low noise, sustainable and economical, operating cost 

savings and explosion-proof
• Environmentally friendly: works without oil lubrication, which prevents emissions of oil mist
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HP-Vac Combined unit
ROM SmartCombi

Compact

Because of the compact design, our 
SmartCombis are particularly suitable for 
city centres and car parks (option: lowering 
vehicle) and other locations that are difficult 
to access.

Reliable

The robust construction ensures a prolonged 
durability. For instance, the tank is fully 
galvanised inside and out. The steady engine/ 
pump combinations (Kubota engines and 
Speck high pressure pumps) offers you a 
lasting solution.

Several versions

The SmartCombi is fitted with a frugal low-
noise Kubota diesel engine and a Speck high 
pressure pump. The vacuum system can 
be executed with a unique thrust jetter or 
a vacuum pump with a maximum cleaning 
pressure of 200 bar and a maximum water 
capacity of 75 litres per minute. You can 
choose from several tank capacities fresh and 
waste water; (1500 litres in total).  The vehicle 
is very compact and lightweight which makes 
it possible to drive it with a regular driving 
licence (depending on total weight of vehicle 
and its load).

Lightweight

Thanks to a low weight (from only 800kg) you 
are left with maximal loading capacity. Thus, 
you can take on more fresh water and sludge. 

Cost saving

The unit is sharply priced and suitable for 
mounting onto a twin axle trailer, open 
body truck or lightweight chassis, requiring 
only a modest investment. And, no small 
importance, the compact and lightweight 
unit offers a considerable daily fuel saving.

User friendly simplicity

The unit combines tried techniques and user 
friendly simplicity. You will be amazed how 
easy it is to operate the SmartCombi. Because 
of this, you and your employees will work 
more productive than ever.

Safe

The unit has a CE-safety mark, which 
guarantees that the machine complies with 
the European regulations concerning safety, 
environment and user health. By default, the 
unit is supplied with all necessary safeties, 
such as over pressure and under pressure 
safety valves, emergency stop and a double 
ball valve (prevents over suctioning). Should 
you choose a  version with a vacuum pump, 
then the combi is also fitted with automatic 
lubrication, a combined oil separator / 
silencer and a moisture separator, including 
second ball valve.

More info, go to rombv.com

Options? See next pages

The ROM SmartCombi is a compact and attractively priced design 
combined unit. The combined high pressure and vacuum pick up unit 
can be mounted on a chassis (from 3,5 tonnes), twin axle trailer or 
flatbed. The durable design is extremely compact and manoeuvrable 
and therefore perfect for use in city centres and parking areas. The 
SmartCombi is specifically designed for suction and jetting activities. It 
is perfectly suitable for the unblocking/cleaning of house connections 
and municipal sewers of up to Ø600mm. and the draining of flooded 
basements and grease traps.
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Technical information

Article number 0301020 03010205 0301030 03010305 0301040 0301050 0301060 0301070 0301080

Version ROM 
SmartCombi 
S-140/60 Diesel

ROM 
SmartCombi 
S-140/60 Diesel

ROM 
SmartCombi 
V-140/60 Diesel

ROM 
SmartCombi 
S-200/60 Diesel

ROM 
SmartCombi 
S-200/60 Diesel

ROM 
SmartCombi 
V-200/60 Diesel

ROM 
SmartCombi 
S-150/75 Diesel

ROM 
SmartCombi 
V-150/75 Diesel

ROM 
SmartCombi 
V-200/72 Diesel

Starting system Electric

Engine 19kW / 25hp 
KUBOTA 
D1105 EU 
Stage IIIB 
Diesel

18,5kW / 25hp
KUBOTA
D1105 Stage V 
& EPA Tier 4 
Diesel

19kW / 25hp 
KUBOTA 
D1105 EU 
Stage IIIB 
Diesel

18,5kW / 25hp 
KUBOTA 
D1105 Stage V 
& EPA Tier 4 
Diesel

23,5kW / 
32hp KUBOTA 
D1105 T EU 
Stage IIIB 
Diesel

33kW / 45hp 
KUBOTA 
V1505T  EU 
Stage IIIB 
Diesel

23,5kW / 
32hp KUBOTA 
D1105 T EU 
Stage IIIB 
Diesel

33kW / 45hp KUBOTA V1505T  
EU Stage IIIB Diesel

High pressure pump Speck NPR25/60 Speck P45/60 Speck P45/75 Speck P45/72

Vacuum system Thrust jetter, 4200 l/min 
(0.85 bar)

Vacuum pump, 3600 l/min
(0.75 bar)

Thrust jetter, 
6500 l/min
(0,85 bar) 

Vacuum pump, 
4100 l/min
(0.75 bar)

Thrust jetter, 
6500 l/min
(0.85 bar)

Vacuum pump, 4100 l/min
(0.75 bar)

Water tank capacity 1.000/500 ór 900/600 ór 800/700 litres (waste-/ fresh water)

Empty weight 
(excl. options)

Approx. 800kg Approx. 920kg Approx. 860kg Approx. 990kg Approx. 860kg Approx. 990kg

Dimensions
(l x w x h)

Mounting length (advised loading platform length) 2.75m | Overall length max. 3.15m
Width = 1.300mm | Height = 1.350mm (Depending on the chassis chosen = H + H chassis < 2.00m)

HP reel drive Manually operated (option: Hydraulically operated)

HP sewer jetting hose 50m. ½" (ND13)

Water fi lling hose 
reel

Optional, water fi lling hose reel incl. 50 m 3/4'' water hose (ND 20)

Vacuum hose 3” (ND80) x 2,4m (2 x)

* Want to know more about the benefi ts of the thrust jetters and vacuum pump versions? Consult the technical specifi cations or contact us.

Suitable for  
Unblocking / cleaning of drains and sewers up to Ø600mm
Emptying of fl ooded cellars and grease traps 

Drive
Water-cooled diesel engine | Electric starting system

High pressure pump
Speck NP25/P45, 3 plunger high pressure pump 
Cleaning pressure up to max  200 bar and a water capacity up to max. 75 l/min

High pressure reel
Manually operated (option: Hydraulically operated)
Suitable for 80m ½” (ND13) HP sewer jetting hose

Vacuum system
Either via advanced thrust jetter or conventional high pressure pump 
Free air displacement of up to max. 6.500 l/min | Max. vacuum -0.85 bar
Mounted on anti-vibration sub frame 

Conservation
Tank entirely hot-dip galvanised both inside and out 
Reel frame and control panel powder coated RAL 9006
Reels powder coated in high gloss RAL 7016 (Anthracite grey)

Standard features include i.a.
1500-litre fresh water / sludge tank | Frugal low-noise Kubota diesel engine 
Various safety measurements 
Dry run protection for HP pump

Advantages

• For twin axle trailer, open 
body truck or a chassis from 
3,5 ton such as Mitsubishi 
Fuso Canter, Isuzu N35 /N50, 
Toyota Dyna,  Mercedes 
Sprinter and Iveco Daily

• Lightweight; from 800 kg
• Compact and 

manoeuvrable
• Regular driving licence is 

possible
• Lowering vehicle for parking 

garages (option)  
• Slanted bottom;  fast 

unloading and cleaning of 
tank

• User friendly control panel & 
control cabinet

• Integrated (fork lift) tubes to 
store hoses 

• Fast switching between 
suction (thrust jetter) and 
jetting (high pressure reel) 
via remote control 
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OPTIONS ROM SMARTCOMBI 

y Remote control Professional-Remote 
y 8 buttons with pressure on/off , (vacuum on/

off ), infi nite speed control, emergency stop and 
battery charger for transmitter
y Work more effi  ciently, ergonomic, and safely
y Makes it possible to operate the machine by 

yourself and to work from a greater distance

y Manually operated reel for suction hose in colour 
RAL 9006 White aluminium, mounted to sewage 
tank, excluding vacuum hose (not for 600l. unit)

Remote control Professional-Remote

Reel for suction hose

046831 0478800

0654

y Design engine / pump compartment cover, 
colour RAL 2004 Pure orange, lockable 

Design engine / pump cover

y Manually operated water fi lling hose reel with 
50m. 3/4" fi lling hose (ND20)

Manually operated fi lling hose reel

04021

y Hydraulic drive for HP reel. Including mounting of 
hydro-engine, extensive operation (e.g. free run 
and speed control) and extendable hose guiding 
system with ball bearings

Hydraulically driven HP reel

0444

y Lockable tool storage cabinet (side mounted), 
colour RAL 2004 Pure orange (SmartCombi)

Storage cabinet 

045250

op
tions
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Ask for our package deals

OTHER OPTIONS

Art.No. Description

046795  Mounting on chassis in Barneveld, including necessary mounting brackets, sidelights and wheel covers. (only supported chassis types) 
046798 Mounting on flatbed or trailer in Barneveld        
04679816 Mounting kit "Basic" Iveco Daily (wheelbase 3.000mm.)
04679818 Mounting kit "Extended" Iveco Daily (wheelbase 3.000mm.)   
04679823 Mounting kit "Basic" Fiat Ducato (wheel base 3.450mm.)
04679825 Mounting kit "Extended" Fiat Ducato (wheel base 3.450mm.)  
04679884 Mounting consoles, set of 8 items          
04679977 Lowering vehicle cabin Mitsubishi Fuso Canter 6S15 from 2.125m. to approx 2.05m.      
04375 Quick switching between suction( thrust jetter) and projection (high pressure reel) on remote control (only available in combination with option 

Professional-Remote 8 buttons & HeavyDuty-Remote 10 buttons radiographic remote control)     
0424 Working light (LED) on magnetic bracket       
0425 Rotating beacon 360º (LED) on pole         
042301 Manually operated second HP reel with 3-way valve/unloader combined system. Excluding HP hose
04816 Fixed venturi type ejector including 10m. hose and filter. Connected onto HP system. (SmartCombi (PRO) "V" types   
04818 Fixed venturi type ejector including 10m. hose and filter. Connected onto HP system.  (SmartCombi (PRO) "S" types)   
0484 Pulsation system, manually operated. For a lower water consumption and the hose advances further in the pipe and passes through bends easier
042655 Hour counter       
042320 40m. 3/8" HP steelply hose, max. 300 bars         
04233 40m. 3/8" HP steelply hose, incl. quick-release valve on the hose and quick-release turnbuckle for the spraylance   
04840 80m. instead of 50m. 1/2" HP sewer jetting hose    
0551010 Frost protection system via air compressor; presses water out of the high pressure circuit (for frost free transport and storage)
045688 Additional thrust jetter to quickly empty vacuumtank (not possible on SmartCombi V-types)   
04531 Linking system for the vacuum water tank onto the fresh water system, consisting of a connection hose with extra fitted T-piece including valve and 

coupling        
045959 Stainless steel discharge plate         
045120 Aluminium storage tray (side mounted), colour RAL 2004 Pure orange      
045122 4 suction hoses 3 " or 2.4m. (ND80) instead of 2 suction hoses (please note: for some configurations the two additional hoses will, because of the limited 

space, protrude or be delivered separately)         
0452199 Protection mat for inside the toolbox         
04674 Cyclist protection bars (prescribed by law)        
04682 18m. vacuum hose 2", suction pipe with ball valve (in combination with option 0654)     
046829 Additional 2" suction connection with 18,3m. 2'' vacuum hose and suction tube with valve. Incl. 2 hooks on side storage tank. (not possible in 

combination with option 0654 on SmartCombi         
04686 Drain pipe for discharging water, halfway of the sludge water tank level      
046867 Drain pipe for discharging water, on 2/3 of the sludge water tank level       
067610 Long Life upgrade kit for vacuum pump RV4000 /  MEC 3000 to significantly extend the effective running time. Kit exists of Kevlar-reinforced instead of 

standard partitions in the vacuum pump, steel instead of plastic filter element in the oil separator and additional oil reservoir   
0468455 Tank sprayed in colour (RAL colour only)         
0468456 Complete unit sprayed in colour (RAL colour only)        
0484991 Surcharge for mounting 2 "selector valve" options         
0484995 Surcharge for mounting 3 "selector valve" options (SmartCombi (PRO)                     
290800 Spray gun with lance 70cm. and flatspray nozzle        
0434 Nozzle storage rack mounted on installation         
00163 RDW vehicle approval test (Only NL) < 3500kg         
00165 RDW vehicle approval test (Only NL) > 3500kg        
007005 Nozzle case ROM JetToolcase Basic (Hose ND13 & ND16 with ½" connection)     
0070 Nozzle case ROM JetToolcase (Hose ND13 & ND16 with ½" connection)        

 
Parts for preventive maintenance? Save money by including a maintenance kit with your order. Consult your local partner or ROM. 
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HP-Vac Combined unit
ROM SmartCombi PRO

Options? See next pages

Robust construction  

The  SmartCombi PRO is made to operate 
with satisfaction for years and years. The base 
frame for instance is galvanised both inside 
and out. The other frame and steel parts are 
either electro galvanised or have a durable 
industrial powder coating. 

Safety

By default, the unit is supplied with all 
necessary safeties, such as over pressure and 
under pressure safety valves, emergency 
stop and a double ball valve (prevents over 
suctioning). Should you choose a  version 
with a vacuum pump, then the combi is also 
fitted with automatic lubrication, a combined 
oil separator / silencer and a moisture 
separator, including second ball valve. 

User friendly extras

The SmartCombi PRO is furnished with 
many extras by default. For instance, the 
unit is fitted with a hydraulically driven high 
pressure reel that reaches far outside the 
vehicle so you have it locked in the right 
position in no time at all. 

You can even place the reel perpendicularly 
to the vehicle. Having to turn the vehicle 
numerous times to get it in the ideal place is 
no longer necessary.  

The hose guiding system makes reeling a 
piece of cake. In addition, the reel is fitted 
with a control panel that swivels along with 
the reel so all the buttons you need are 
always within reach. Nice and efficient.

The vacuum tank can be cleaned easily
because of the rear tank door that opens
sideways. Thanks to the slanted bottom, the
sludge runs out easily and no residue remains.

The SmartCombi PRO is the ‘big brother’ of our SmartCombi and is suitable 
for vehicles from 6 tonnes. The PRO version offers you, besides extra 
vacuum suction power and more flushing and cleaning capacity, many other 
extras and is available in both PTO and diesel and in industrial petrol version.   
The unit has a maximum cleaning pressure or 200 bar and flushing capacity 
of 100 l/min. With a 3000-litre tank (or optional 4000-litre) the SmartCombi 
PRO is perfectly suited for the unblocking and cleaning of domestic 
connections and main sewers up to Ø600mm as well as draining of flooded 
cellars and grease traps.

Vacuum system: three powerful choices

The vacuum system can be equipped with a 
conventional air-cooled vacuum pump (6,150 l/
min), a unique thrust jetter (max. 7,500 l/min) or an 
extra-powerful water ring vacuum pump  
(8,330 l/min | 500 m3 per hour).

Some advantages of our advanced thrust 
jetter cleaner compared to the air-cooled 
vacuum pump are an even higher reliability and 
environmental friendliness, a lower noise level and 
a lower investment.

If you want maximum suction power, choose the 
environmentally-friendly water ring pump. This is 
more powerful, quieter and very easy to maintain. 
In addition, the water ring pump guarantees 
extra-long service life and high operational 
reliability (even under the heaviest operating 
conditions). 

Would you like to be able to suck and spray at the 
same time? Then choose a version with vacuum 
pump.

Choose your tank capacity

An additional benefit of the slanted bottom
is that you can choose the partition of the
tank yourself. The 3000-litre total can be
partitioned in 2000/1000, 1800/1200 or
1600/1400 litres. Optionally, you can also 
choose for a larger 4000-litre tank. 

More info, go to rombv.com

270°
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Technical information

Suitable for  
Unblocking / cleaning of house 
connections and sewer system up 
to Ø600mm
Emptying of fl ooded cellars and 
grease traps 

Drive
Water-cooled industrial petrol 
engine or water-cooled diesel 
engine or PTO
Electronic starting system

High pressure pump
Speck P45 & P150/100, 3 plunger 
high pressure pump
Cleaning pressure up to max  200 
bar and a water capacity up to max. 
100 l/min

High pressure reel
270˚ rotating high pressure reel 
Suitable for max. 120m 1/2” (ND13
or 90m 5/8” HP sewer jetting hose 

Vacuum system
Either via advanced thrust jetter or 
conventional high pressure pump 
or water ring vacuum pump
Free air displacement of up to max. 
8.330 l/min | Max. vacuum -0.85 bar
Mounted on anti-vibration sub 
frame 

Conservation
Tank entirely hot-dip galvanised 
both inside and out 
Reel frame and control panel 
powder coated RAL 9006
Reels powder coated in high gloss 
RAL 7016 (Anthracite grey)

Standard features include i.a.
3000-litre fresh water / sludge tank 
Unique swivelling HP reel 
Various safety measurements
Dry run protection for HP pump

Advantages 

• Appropriate for chassis types 
from  6 tonnes, such as Iveco 
Daily 70C21, Isuzu NPR75 and 
Mitsubishi Fuso 7C18

• Available as PTO- or 
industrial petrol or diesel 
version

• Tankcapacity or 3000l.
• Choose fresh water / sludge 

division yourself. Choice 
between 2000/1000, 
1800/1200 or 1600/1400 
litres

• 270˚ rotating hydraulically 
driven HP reel with hose 
guiding system and control 
panel that swivels along  

• Slanted bottom;  fast 
unloading an cleaning or 
tank

• Integrated (fork lift)tubes; 
ideal for storage or hoses

• Automatically closing water 
fi lter with washable element 

ROM SUCTION ARM WITH 

JET-VAC REMOTE

• Compact sewer combi with advanced 
suction arm on vacuum tank

• For emptying gullies, sceptic tanks and 
grease traps

• Thanks to the compact vehicle and the 
automatically foldable suction arm, 
even the most diffi  cult places, such as 
narrow streets and shopping centers, 
are accessible

• With the swiveling arm that can be 
rotated through 270 °, you can work 
eff ortlessly on the front and rear of the 
vehicle

• Swiveling and lifting hydraulically 
controlled

• Easy to operate with the supplied ROM 
JetVac remote control including 2 
joysticks to control all required functions

• Incl. 4 "vacuum hose and 3" aluminum 
suction pipe with high pressure nozzle

• The suction tube is stowed and stored in 
the tool bin
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Article number 0302060 03020605 0302070 03020705 0302080 03020805 0302090 03020905

Version ROM  
SmartCombi 
PRO S-200/72 
Diesel

ROM  
SmartCombi 
PRO S-200/76  
Industrial Petrol

ROM  
SmartCombi 
PRO V-200/72 
Diesel

ROM  
SmartCombi 
PRO V-200/76 
Industrial Petrol

ROM  
SmartCombi 
PRO S-150/100 
Diesel

ROM  
SmartCombi 
PRO S-155/100 
Industrial Petrol

ROM  
SmartCombi 
PRO V-150/100 
Diesel

ROM Smart-
Combi PRO 
V-155/100  
Industrial Petrol

Starting 
system

Electronic

Engine 33kW / 45hp 
KUBOTA V1505T  
EU Stage IIIB 
Diesel

42,5kW / 58hp 
KUBOTA WG1605 
EU Stage V &  
EPA Tier 4 
Industrial Petrol 
engine

33kW / 45hp 
KUBOTA V1505T  
EU Stage IIIB 
Diesel

42,5kW / 58hp 
KUBOTA WG1605 
EU Stage V &  
EPA Tier 4 
Industrial Petrol 
engine

33kW / 45hp 
KUBOTA V1505T  
EU Stage IIIB 
Diesel

42,5kW / 58hp 
KUBOTA WG1605 
EU Stage V &  
EPA Tier 4 
Industrial Petrol 
engine

33kW / 45hp 
KUBOTA V1505T  
EU Stage IIIB 
Diesel

42,5kW / 
58hp KUBOTA 
WG1605 EU 
Stage V &  
EPA Tier 4 
Industrial Petrol 
engine

High pressure 
pump

Speck P45/72 Speck P150/100

Vacuum 
system

Thrust jetter, 7500 l/min 
(0.85 Bar)

Vacuum pump, 6150 l/min Thrust jetter, 7500 l/min 
(0.85 Bar)

Vacuum pump, 6150 l/min 

Water tank 
capacity

2000/1000 óf 1800/1200 óf 1600/1400 liter (waste-/ fresh water)

Empty weight  
(excl. options)

Approx. 1325kg Approx. 1485kg Approx. 1325kg Approx. 1485kg

Dimensions 
(l x w x h)

Mounting length (advised loading platform length) 3.45m | Overall length max. 3.75m
Width = 1.600mm | Height = 1.650mm

HP reel drive 270˚ rotating hydraulically driven HP reel, mounted on swiveling frame (with extendable hose guiding system)

HP sewer  
jetting hose

80m ½" (ND13) 80m 5/8” (ND16)

Water filling 
hose reel

Optional, water filling hose reel incl. 50 m 3/4'' water hose (ND 20)

Vacuum hose 3" ND75 x 3,2m (2 x)

* Want to know more about the benefits of the thrust jetters and vacuum pump versions? Consult the technical specifications or contact us.

Thrust Jetter and Vacuum pump version
ROM SmartCombi PRO - Diesel/Petrol

Thrust Jetter and Vacuum pump version
ROM SmartCombi PRO - PTO

Article number 0302020 0302030 0302040 0302050

Version ROM SmartCombi PRO S-200/72 
PTO

ROM SmartCombi PRO V-200/72 
PTO

ROM SmartCombi PRO S-150/100 
PTO

ROM SmartCombi PRO V-150/100 
PTO

Starting 
system

-

Engine PTO - "Emission compliant"

High pressure 
pump

Speck P45/72 Speck P150/100

Vacuum 
system

Thrust jetter, 7500 l/min Vacuum pump, 6150 l/min Thrust jetter, 7300 l/min Vacuum pump, 6150 l/min

Water tank 
capacity

2000/1000 óf 1800/1200 óf 1600/1400 liter (waste-/ fresh water)

Empty weight  
(excl. options)

Approx. 1290kg Approx. 1450kg Approx. 1290kg Approx. 1450kg

Dimensions 
(l x w x h)

Mounting length (advised loading platform length) 3.45m | Overall length max. 3.75m
Width = 1.600mm | Height = 1.650mm

HP reel drive 270˚ rotating hydraulically driven HP reel, mounted on swiveling frame (with extendable hose guiding system)

HP sewer  
jetting hose

80 m ½" (ND13) 80m 5/8” (ND16)

Water filling 
hose reel

Optional, water filling hose reel incl. 50 m 3/4'' water hose (ND 20)

Vacuum hose 3" ND75 x 3,2m (2 x)

* Want to know more about the benefits of the thrust jetters and vacuum pump versions? Consult the technical specifications or contact us.
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NEW: WATER RING VACUUM PUMP 
FOR EXTRA SUCTION POWER

Do you need extra suction power? Choose our 
ROM SmartCombi PRO with a powerful water 
ring vacuum pump. This pump has a suction 
capacity of no less than 8,330 litres per minute 
(500 m3 per hour). And that’s not all... You will 
get additional benefi ts. This advanced water 
ring pump is environmentally-friendly, quieter 

and very easy to maintain. In addition, the water ring pump guarantees 
extra-long service life and high operational reliability (even under the 
heaviest operating conditions). And, of course, you can also suck and spray at 
the same time with this vacuum pump.

How does it work?

A water ring pump works with water (1) that forms a ring through the rotor with blades (2) against the stator 
(3) a ring forms due to the centrifugal force. Cells are created between the rotor, the rotor blades and the 
water ring. The cells change continuously in size because the rotor does not sit in the centre of the pump 
housing. This creates a system that can be used as a vacuum pump.

Environmentally-friendly & economical

A water ring pump does not use oil lubrication. Unlike a conventional oil-lubricated vacuum pump, the 
water ring pump does not produce polluting oil mist emissions. This is good for the environment and good 
for the wallet. In addition to costly oil consumption, you save on maintenance costs. You can also work 
faster thanks to the large suction power, which also saves you labour costs. In short, a healthier working 
environment and lower operating costs are within reach.

Advantages of a 

water ring pump 

• Work faster thanks to 
increased suction volume

• Suck and spray at the same 
time  

• Long service life and high 
operational reliability 
(even under the toughest 
operating conditions)

• Prevents wear  
• Less maintenance
• Saves operating costs
• Low noise level
• Durable and economical
• Environmentally friendly: 

works without oil 
lubrication, which prevents 
emissions of oil mist

• Explosion-proof
• Easy operation

Water ring vacuum pump version
ROM SmartCombi PRO - PTO

Article number 0302035 0302055

Version SmartCombi PRO LR-200/72 PTO SmartCombi PRO LR-150/100 PTO

Starting system -

Engine PTO

High pressure pump Speck P45/72 Speck P150/100

Vacuumpump Liquid ring vacuum pump Samson KL-400, 8330 l/min    

Water tank capacity 2000/1000 or 1800/1200 or 1600/1400 liters (waste / fresh water)

Empty weight 
(excl. options)

Approx. 1450kg

Dimensions (l x w x h) Construction length (recommended length of loading platform) 3.45m 
Overall length max. 3.75m // Width = 1.600mm / Height = 1.650mm

HP reel drive 270° rotatable hydraulically driven, mounted on swing frame

HP sewer jetting hose 80m ½" (ND13) 80m 5/8” (ND16)

Water fi lling hose reel Optional, water fi lling hose reel incl. 50 m 3/4'' water hose (ND 20)

Vacuum hose 3" ND75 x 3,2m (2 x)

* Want to know more about the advantages of the water ring vacuum pump versions? Consult the technical specifi cations or contact us.
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y 0478700/0478900 Hydraulic radio remote control 
Professional-Remote, 8 buttons with pressure on/off , 
(vacuum on/off ), infi nite speed control, emergency 
stop and battery charger for transmitter
y 0460100/04790100 Hydraulic radio remote 

control HeavyDuty-Remote, 10 buttons with high 
pressure on/off , vacuum on/off , infi nite speed control, 
information display, external antenna, removable 
rechargeable battery, emergency stop and battery 
charger for transmitter.

Remote control

OPTIONS ROM SMARTCOMBI PRO

op
tions

0458020

y ROM Suction arm with 8 meter reach around the 
vehicle (270 °). incl. 4 "hose and 3" aluminum suction 
pipe with high pressure nozzle. Swivelling and lifting 
hydraulically controlled and operated via ROM JetVac 
remote control (included). Equipped with, among 
others, carrying strap, information display, removable 
rechargeable battery with charging station and 2 
analogue joysticks for operating functions, such as 
pressure on / off , vacuum on / off , stepless speed 
control and emergency stop. 

ROM Suction arm + JetVac remote

0458101 048301

Spray boom with nozzles
y High pressure spray boom with nozzles to empty 

the sludge tank, placed inside the rear cover of 
the vacuum tank, connected to the HP circuit 
with selector valve.

04689991 0654

Reel for suction hose
y Manually operated reel for suction hose in colour 

RAL 9006 White aluminium, mounted to sewage 
tank, excluding vacuum hose

y Extra large sludge- / clean water tank 
SmartCombi PRO 2700l./1300l.  
4000 litres total.     

Extra large sludge- / clean water tank

y Automatic opening and closing of rear cover 
with 4 actuated locks and 2 open/close 
actuators. 

Automatic opening and closing
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Ask for our package deals

OTHER OPTIONS

Art.No. Description

046796  Mounting on chassis in Barneveld, including necessary mounting brackets, sidelights and wheel covers. (Only supported chassis types) 
04679830 Mounting kit "Basic", consisting of support frame, set of mounting consoles and mounting material 
04679832 Mounting kit "Extended", consisting of support frame, set of mounting consoles and mounting material, side protection, side lighting, mudguard 

supports, mudguards and waste protection plate      
04679886 Mounting consoles, set or 8 items
046832 Design engine / pump compartment cover, colour RAL 2004 Pure Oragne, lockable   
04794 Unwinding of HP hose reel via remote control (only in combination with hydraulically driven HP reel and 8 or 10 button remote control)
04796 Automatic Kubota engine start on operating panel and remote control. 
04372 Reeling and un-reeling of HP hose via cross spindle system and automatic adjustment via integrated hose guiding system  | hose length max. 100m. 1/2" 

or 80m. 5/8"        
04375 Quick switching between suction( thrust jetter) and projection (high pressure reel) on remote control (only available in combination with option 

Professional-Remote 8 buttons & HeavyDuty-Remote 10 buttons radiographic remote control)     
0424 Working light (LED) on magnetic bracket      
0425 Rotating beacon 360º (LED) on pole
0402 Manually operated water filling hose reel with 50m. 3/4" filling hose (ND20), incl. mounting set
042301 Manually operated second HP reel with 3-way valve/unloader combined system. Excluding HP hose    
04816 Fixed venturi type ejector including 10m. hose and filter. Connected onto HP system. (SmartCombi (PRO) "V" types   
04818 Fixed venturi type ejector including 10m. hose and filter. Connected onto HP system.  (SmartCombi (PRO) "S" types)   
0484 Pulsation system, manually operated. For a lower water consumption and the hose advances further in the pipe and passes through bends easier 
042655 Hour counter      
042320 40m. 3/8" HP steelply hose, max. 300 bars         
04233 40m. 3/8" HP steelply hose, incl. quick-release valve on the hose and quick-release turnbuckle for the spraylance   
04850 100m. instead of 80m. 1/2'' HP sewer jetting hose         
04851 20m. instead of 80m. 1/2" HP sewer jetting hose         
048511 90m. instead of 80m. 5/8'' HP sewer jetting hose
0551015  Frost protection system via air compressor; presses water out of the high pressure circuit
045688 Additional thrust jetter to quickly empty vacuumtank (not possible on SmartCombi V-types)    
04531 Linking system for the vacuum water tank onto the fresh water system, consisting of a connection hose with extra fitted T-piece including valve and 

coupling        
0459592 Stainless steel discharge plate         
045121 Aluminium storage tray (side mounted), colour RAL 2004 Pure orange
045260 Lockable tool storage cabinet, spray painted, on SmartCombi (PRO), with 2 hinged doors, 1 horizontal shelf and rubber mat on bottom plate. Width 

ranging from 400 mm. up to 600 mm. depending on available space on vehicle.
045262 Roller shutter box, sprayed, on SmartCombi (PRO), equipped with 2 aluminium shutters (measuring 20 cm narrower than outer size), 1 horizontal shelf 

and rubber mat on bottom plate. Width ranging from 500 mm. up to 750 mm. depending on available space on vehicle. 
045264 Roller shutter box, sprayed, on SmartCombi (PRO), equipped with 2 aluminium shutters (measuring 20 cm narrower than outer size), 1 horizontal shelf 

and rubber mat on bottom plate. Width ranging from 800 mm. up to 1000 mm. depending on available space on vehicle.  
045124 4 suction hoses 3 " or 3,2m. (ND80) instead of 2 suction hoses (please note: for some configurations the two additional hoses will, because or the limited 

space, protrude or be delivered separately)        
045252 Lockable tool storage cabinet (side mounted), colour RAL 2004 Pure orange    
04521998 Protection mat for inside the toolbox       
04674 Cyclist protection bars (prescribed by law)       
04682 18m. vacuum hose 2", suction pipe with ball valve (in combination with option 0654).     
046829 Additional 2" suction connection with 18,3m. 2'' vacuum hose and suction tube with valve. Incl. 2 hooks on side storage tank. (not possible in 

combination with option 0654 on SmartCombi (PRO))
04686  Drain pipe for discharging water, halfway of the sludge water tank level
046867  Drain pipe for discharging water, on 2/3rd of the sludge water tank level      
0678 Long Life upgrade kit for vacuum pump RV6200 / MEC 5000 to significantly extend the effective running time. Kit exists of Kevlar-reinforced instead of 

standard partitions in the vacuum pump, steel instead of plastic filter element in the oil separator and additional oil reservoir.   
0468458 Tank sprayed in colour (RAL colour only)          
0468459 Complete unit sprayed in colour (RAL colour only)
0484991 Surcharge for mounting 2 "selector valve" options (SmartCombi (PRO)      
0484995 Surcharge for mounting 3 "selector valve" options (SmartCombi (PRO)                                                  
290800 Spray gun with lance 70cm. and flatspray nozzle         
0434 Nozzle storage rack mounted on installation         
00165 RDW vehicle approval test (Only NL) > 3500kg.         
007005 Nozzle case ROM JetToolcase Basic (Hose ND13 & ND16 with ½" connection)     
0070 Nozzle case ROM JetToolcase (Hose ND13 & ND16 with ½" connection)
00710  Nozzle case ROM JetToolcase+ (Hose ND13 & ND16 with ½" connection).        

 
 
 
Parts for preventive maintenance? Save money by including a maintenance kit with your order. Consult your local partner or ROM.     

    

ROM Suction arm + JetVac remote


